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A finite dam operated under the P rr policy (Attia, 1987; Lam and Lou, 1987) is considered. The 
input process to the dam is either (a) the integral of an irreducible Markov chain or (b) the 
geometric Wiener process exp{B(t)}, where B(r) is a Wiener process with drift p > 0 and variance 
parameter u*. The expected discounted cost of operating the dam in the two cases (a) and (b) is 
obtained, and the relation between this cost and the long-run average cost per unit time is 
established. 
expected discounted cost * finite dam * integral of a Markov chain * geometric Wiener process 
1. Introduction 
In a recent paper (Attia [I]) we studied the long-run average cost per unit time of 
operating a finite dam when it is controlled by a Py7 policy. The input to the dam 
is either (a) the integral of a Markov chain or (b) a geometric Wiener process. 
In this paper we determine the expected total discounted cost of operating such 
a dam, and establish the relation between the total discounted cost and the long-run 
average cost per unit time. 
For a detailed description of the model used here the reader is referred to [l]. 
The notations are identical with those in [l] except the subscripts in W,, G2 and 
S, are omitted and u(i) is replaced by u,, i = 1, . . . , m. 
2. Markov input rate 
If the initial input rate is Y(0) = ui, i = 1, . . . , m, then the expected discounted cost 
incurred when the dam is operated under the PTT policy is given by 
Ca(h, 7; UC) = E(a,u,,o) f cqe(h, 7), O<ff<l, (2.1) 
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where Ec~,~,~I denotes the expectation conditional on W(0) = (z, y, v), C,,,(A, r) is 
the cost incurred in the interval [T,_, , T,,), n = 1, 2,. . . and C,,,(h, T) is the cost 
incurred in the interval [0, To). Using a renewal argument and the strong Markov 
property [5], we can write expression (2.1) in the form 
Ca (A, 7, Ui) = E(o,u,,o)Co,o(A, 7) + 
E(o,~,,~) ew(-~~o)EpG,a(A, 7) 
1 -E, exp(-cuTL)E, exp(-cYTo) ’ 
i=l,...,m. 
The expressions involving E, in (2.2) could be written in the forms 
E, ev(-~CJ= I? SjE(h,u,,M) exp(-~G) 
j=l 
and 
E, exp(-oTo) = C ljE(T,ti,,o) exp(-oT0). 
j>l 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Using an argument similar to that in [l], we can show that, forfE D(G), 0~ z < A 
and i> 1, 
I 
To 
E( z,u,.O) eP’f( W(t)) dt = R,J;(z, 0) 
0 
=[oRli(z)-1] f ngR&(A,O)/[aR,Ij(A)-11. (2.6) 
j=l 
Now, the associated resolvent operator of the process W could be expressed in 
the form (see [l, equation (4X)]) 
R,J(z, v)= ’ f 
I 
2 K;(s, v’, z, v)f;(s, v’) ds, i=l,..., m, v=O, M. (2.7) 
0 j=l u'=O,M 
By the definition of the cost function g( +) and by (2.6), we immediately have 
I 
To 
E,o,,,o,Co,,(A, 7) = E(o,u,,o) e-“‘g(Z(t)) dt 
0 
=R,g(O)-[aR,I,(O)-l]R,g(A) g rJ[c~R,lj(A)-11, i=l ,...,m. 
j=1 
(2.8) 
If we replace g( .) by 1 in (2.8), then we obtain an expression for Eco,u,,o) exp( -cuTa). 
An explicit expression is given in the next section for the 2-state case. 
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For the expression (2.3), the strong Markov property gives 
= AM+ Z SjE(*,u,,M) 
j=l J 
5 
e-“‘g(Z(t)) dt 
0 
> J 
7” 
exp(-G) C +c~.,+.o) e-“$(2(t)) dt 
j>f 0
1 - f SjE(h,u,,M) exp(-aTh) . 
j=* 1 (2.9) 
To compute the above expression, we note that for g E D(G), j = 1,. . . , m, an 
expression for EcA,u,,Mj ? e I -“$(2(t)) dt could be readily obtained from (4.13) of 
[l]. If we then replace g( .) by 1, we can obtain Ech,u,,M)exp(-cyTh). This along 
with expression (2.6) completes the determination of C,(h, r, ui) as given by (2.2). 
Finally, we note from expressions (2.2)-(2.5) that, for i = 1,. . . , m, 
lim c.UC, (A, 7, Ui) 
CY-r0+ 
m 
= M A- C sjE(,,u,,M,G 1 [ f E SjE(h,u,,M) j=l 1 j=l J 
G 
g(z(t)> dt 
0 
which agrees with the expression for the long-run average cost of operating the dam 
under the PyT policy as given in [l]. 
3. An illustrative example 
If, for i = 1, 2 and v = 0, M, we let 
4”(x,y,urg(.))= L? 
I 
yK_Xx,u,S,n)g(s)ds, 
j=l x 
(3.1) 
then equation (2.7) (with the obvious modifications for the functions J(z, u), 
i = 1, 2) and (2.8) gives 
Eco,,,,o~Co,,(& 7) = $:(O, c, 0, g(a)) - tiP(A, c, 0, g(e)) 
x ; ~iJrl-cP,“(&c,O, 1(*))1. (3.2) 
j=l 
For explicit expressions of KG(x, V, s, u), i, j = 1, 2 the reader is referred to [l]. 
Notice that 4P(y, x, M, g( *)) could be obtained from dS(y, x, 0, g( *)) by simply 
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replacing u, by u$ = ui - M, i = 1, 2. If we replace the function g( *) by 1 in (3.5), 
then we have 
EVJ, I. U o)exp(-aTO)= I-@4(0, c,O,l(.))+@Y(A, c,O,g(.)) 
x i ~i,/rl-4,y(A, GO, 1t.11. (3.3) 
I=1 
To obtain explicit expressions for (2.3)-(2.5), we note that (4.13) of [l] reduces to 
I? SjE,,,,,,,, 
G 
e-*’ s(Z(r)) dt 
j=l 0 
=[l-a4Z(~>Ah,M,l(.))I i ~5j~p(A,c,M,l(.))-~~(T,C,M,l(.)). 
j=1 
(3.5) 
Similarly (2.8), with obvious modifications and setting r2 = 1, gives 
TO 
E( ~JQ.0) e -*‘g(Z(r)) dt 
=42U(~,c,O,g(*))- C ~*j~P(A,c,O,g(.))[l-(Y~~(T,Ah,O,l(.))I. 
j=l 
(3.6) 
Hence 
E( T,UZ.O) exp(-ar0) 
=1-a! 
[ 
+;(r,c,OJ(.))-; ~q(A,c,0,1(.))11-cu~~(7,A,O,l(.))} . 
j=1 I 
(3.7) 
Now, expressions (3.4)-(3.7) completely determine (2.9). Finally, combining (2.9), 
(3.3), (3.5) and (3.7) we obtain the expected discounted cost C,(A, T, Ui) incurred 
when the dam is operated under the PyT policy. 
4. Geometric Wiener input process 
An argument similar to that used to derive (2.2) gives the expected discounted cost 
Ca(A, 7) = EoCo,,(A, T) + 
E. ev(-aK)EAC1,,(4 7) 
1 -E, exp(-aT,)E, exp(-cwT,) ’ 
(4.1) 
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where E, is the expectation conditional on Z(0) = z, TX is the first hitting time of 
the level x, and C,,,(h, 7) is the cost incurred in the interval [To, T,). Clearly, 
I 
% 
E&,,(A, r) = E0 eP’g(Z(t)) dt. (4.2) 
0 
We can derive the following expression in a manner similar to that used for (2.9), 
to obtain 
+E, e-mrT E, e?’ g(Z(t))dt-:E,,(l-e-“rT), (4.3) 
where Z*(t) is a geometric Wiener process with parameters p* = p - M > 0 and p2. 
Now, Dynkin’s formula applied to the Markov time T,, y E [0, c] gives 
I 
T 
E, e-“’ g(Z(t)) dt = &g(x) - R,g(y)E, e-*$. (4.4) 
0 
Replacing the function g(a) by the indicator function ItO,hI( .) we can show for 
x < y, that 
I 
7 
E* e-“‘g(Z( t)) dt 
0 
=R,g(Y)-R,g(x)-~[R,g(Y)R,~(x)-R,g(x)R,~(Y)l 
“RJ(Y) - 1 
(4.5) 
where Z(x) := ILO,hl(~). The resolvent operator R,g( .) of the process Z is given by 
(6.3) and (6.4) of [l]. 
It is not difficult to derive the following expressions from (4.5): 
i 
rA 
E. e-“‘g(Z( t)) dt 
0 
+ I\(Y?WL)/U2 y-(r-r+fr’)/u2 g(v) dy 
1 
and 
T 
EC_, I+* e-“‘g(Z*(t)) dt 
(4.6) 
=-!+ [jr* ;($!-)i”+~*“~2g(y) dy 
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An expression for E, s$ e-*’ g(Z(t)) dt is given by (7.5) of [l], and when this is 
used the above expressions immediately give 
E,exp(-cYT,)=1+2y/(y+~)-(h/c)‘Y-~”””*, 
E, exp(-czT,) = (,/A)cy-e)‘uz 
and 
Eh exp(-aT,)={(c-h)/(~-~)}(~*-**)‘~~. 
This completes the derivation of the expected discounted cost of operating the 
dam under the policy PyT as given by (4.1). 
Finally, we note that 
Th 
lim &,(A, T) = M(A- E,T,)+ E, 
a-0+ [ I 
g(z(t)) dt 
0 
+ EC-,, 
i 
T C-T 
g(z*(t)) dt 
I/ 
(-hT~+E-TT~) 
0 
which is precisely the long-run average cost per unit time of operating the dam, 
given in [l]. 
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